Journalism and scholarship seem to sit on opposite sides of a non-fiction continuum: at one end is informing; at the other, transforming. Research underpins both types of writing, with the motives behind this research, as well as the rhetorical moves activated in its presentation, largely shaping whether journalism or scholarship results. Producing either also involves craft, with quality of writing affecting both readability and impact.
In this valuable pair of books from the Chicago Guides to Writing, Editing, and Publishing series, the authors -two skilled, decorated writers who have received Guggenheim Fellowships, among other accoladesshare two perspectives on writing about people: one journalistic (Ted Conover), the other academic (Kristen Ghodsee). Scholars who wish to write readable prose would be wise to read both. In previous reviews I have asserted that scholarly writing can benefit stylistically from fictional and poetic influences, 1 but Conover's work demonstrates that even other forms of non-fiction can prove inspirational in helping scholarly writers understand their works as stories that should seek to captivate their readers. What are ethnographies, at heart, other than true stories of a time, a place, and a people?
Ghodsee, professor of Russian and East European studies at the University of Pennsylvania, whose research centres on Bulgaria, was compelled to write From Notes to Narrative: Writing Ethnographies That Everyone Can Read due to 'ire and frustration' (129) over the 'continued production of unteachable books' (1). Students in senior seminars she taught at Bowdoin College, themselves intrepid readers, struggled with poorly written assigned texts. Ghodsee pored over new releases from university presses for replacements, often disappointed by her findings. This book, then, serves as intervention. In twelve chapters averaging a very approachable ten pages each, she presents a dozen straightforward strategies (or clusters of related strategies) for budding or practiced ethnographers to improve the quality of their written offerings. The strategies arose from Ghodsee's own experience (as the author of four ethnographies) and observations gleaned during her perennial quests for readable works for her students. The good news is that well-written ethnographies do exist, even if they may not prove the norm. Ghodsee invokes a number in her explanations and analyses, and she provides an impressively diverse list of nearly ninety in the back matter. Writing readable ethnographies has practical dimensions, of course: such works are more likely to get published, more likely to be read, and more likely to influence their fields. A further ethical question underscores Ghodsee's presentation: Shouldn't ethnographers 'endeavor to make their insights accessible to the people they study (as much as possible)' (7)?
Ghodsee's advice can be appreciated, at one end, by graduate students who have yet to settle on a topic or embark on their fieldwork and, at the other end, by scholars who have already had ethnographic works published. 'Writing is a skill,' she concludes, 'and skills develop with time and practice' (127). In fact, Ghodsee had already written three books before a novelist friend pointed out that her writing relied heavily on so-called weak verbs (versions of to be or to have).
2 (Sharing one's own vulnerabilities or weaknesses is an effective ethnographic method for building rapport with informants or, in this case, readers.) Ghodsee sagely places the technical advice about language and formattingmastering grammar and syntax, minimizing jargon, mobilizing endnotes instead of parenthetical author-date citations to make a text more humanistic, using 'clean and succinct prose that enlightens but does not overwhelm' (93) -toward the end of the book. Doing so helps emphasize the bigger picture and serves to engage readers who are less stimulated by the technicalities of writing. Indeed, the first half of the work focuses on operational elements that contribute to compelling ethnographies: the role of the researcher (and her or his voice in the text), the import of thick description, the need for 'characters' (drawing from Aristotle's Poetics) who are described by actions instead of adjectives, the skillful use of dialogue that minimizes foreign-language parentheticals, 3 the power of contextualizing images (such as maps and photographs), and the integration of theory 'into the narrative flow of the text' (61). With this book in one hand and a well-written ethnography, as a model, in the other, readers will see the suggestions at work and should be inspired to emulate such approaches in their own writing. Readers will learn, too, that finished products (with the possible exception of autoethnographies) rarely betray the 'sweat and tears and anxieties that hide behind the sleek covers' (113). Or, put another way, 'the best writers are the best revisers' (115) who have discovered the writing and revising processes that work best for them. 4 Ghodsee does not trivialize the import of process.
I appreciated Ghodsee's opening chapter, as well, titled 'Choose a Subject You Love.' Graduate students for whom ethnographic fieldwork lies ahead would benefit from engaging more than once with the criteria outlined in this chapter -originality, geography, insider versus outsider status -as they discern their dissertation topics. In an empathic turn, Ghodsee recognizes that intellectual excitement about a project can wane, especially in the space between fieldwork and writing. 'Focusing your efforts on the craft of writing might provide a way to renew your enthusiasm for a project gone sour,' she offers by way of solution: 'if you don't have the satisfaction of publishing the most earthshattering research results, you can at least write a well-written book' (22). Ethnographers should let From Notes to Narrative be their inspiration for powerful, readable writing.
In Immersion: A Writer's Guide to Going Deep, Conover, a journalist and professor of journalism at New York University, presents ethnography and journalism as 'very different pursuits': 'Ethnography is long-term research into questions of human social life of particular interest to social scientists. Journalism is research . . . into issues of the day for a broad audience' (19). In this distinction, Conover implies that the 'academic tone' (20) narrows the audience of most ethnographies, making them inaccessible to broader populations. 5 Must that be the case, though? In writing a book about generating texts that offer 'something of value that others might want to read' (4), Conover identifies as his goal the same goal that scholars aspiring to write readable ethnographies should set for themselves: producing 'something original, unusual, and beautifully executed' (6). Immersion journalism, Conover's forte, requires long-term research that can be remarkably akin to fieldwork of the social anthropological sort, since ethnographers must also 'go deep.' And the similarities do not end there.
Through six chapters averaging twenty-four pages, Conover calls upon the wellspring of his own experience (as author of five potent books based on immersion experiences) and a treasure trove of over seventy significant examples of immersion writing, detailed in an annotated bibliography. The authors whose works he invokes throughout the book, few strangers to educated readers, include Sir Richard Burton, Nellie Bly, George Orwell, Truman Capote, George Plimpton, Tom Wolfe, John McPhee, Gay Talese, Hunter S. Thompson, Anne Fadiman, Bill Buford, and Susan Orlean. His approach is conversational throughout, with well-placed reflections on decisions that affected his own oeuvre. Readers need not be familiar with Conover's works to benefit from this book, but writers wishing to experience non-fiction of the page-turning sort should check them out -twice. The first reading can be for pure pleasure, but a second reading should follow, focusing on structure. Conover describes this sort of attentive reading as 'the way to become a writer: the masters' secrets are right in front of us, if only we take the time to appreciate their craftsmanship' (126). Like good ethnographers, good reporters should have eyes for detail; and detail can be as much about form as it is about content.
Conover's work is structured similarly to Ghodsee's, with writing technicalities saved for the second half. The first half introduces immersion as a method, addresses access, and explores the goal of building empathy. Conover's 'number one requirement of a topic' -just like Ghodsee's -'is that it intrigue' the researcher: 'Anything less will not do, because this subject is likely to fill your brain for days, weeks, or months to come. And if the writer doesn't really care about it, the reader won't either' (33). Conover explains that 'specificity . . . gives writing power' and that field notes are both memory aids and 'a way of noticing' (71).
6 And just as Ghodsee aspires to make her work accessible to the populations she studies, Conover's goal with immersion writing is to 'make a good kind of difference' (151).
Such a difference, I feel, will these two books make: they give me hope for the future of academic writing. Readers who are toiling through poorly written texts can call upon a work listed in the back matter of either Conover's or Ghodsee's book for resuscitation. Writers who feel lost or stuck can, after reading these two books, consult the same lists for further inspiration. Both books underscore the need for attentiveness to structure, to organization, to creative presentations that honour and respect both the subjects and the readers. Shortcuts are not the answers; vision and revision are necessary. Few people are skilled writers without practice, and few people can be aware of the impact of their writing if they write in isolation. Common are the books on writing that portray writers as social beings who should find communities of non-threatening readers to review and critique their drafts. But uncommon are the books, as both of these two do, that highlight the formative role of the editors with whom the authors have worked on prior projects. Conover and Ghodsee, on opposite sides of the non-fiction continuum, recognize expertise when they encounter it; such recognition, I presume, has helped both become masters of their respective genres and fields.
